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The COVID-19 response has affected firms’ investments in the "loss-preventing" capital, the NY Fed’s EVP
stressed that positive effects were also possible and should be ‘baked in’ now, according to a speech delivered
to the Risk USA Conference.

The coronavirus pandemic will impact firms’ investment in "cultural capital," but the concept will ultimately
prove "enduring," according to comments made November 16 by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s
Executive Vice President Kevin Stiroh. "As we look across the industry, hear the experiences of firms and read
the emerging literature one can identify factors that are likely to impact, and possibly erode, cultural capital," he
told an audience of the Risk USA Conference via video.

Since the publication of a white paper in 2017, Stiroh and colleagues have emerged as champions of the
concept of cultural capital in the financial industry. He defines it as a shared set of norms within a group,
analogous to physical, human and reputational capital. While he concedes that such capital is not loss-absorbing
in the sense of equity, it can be "loss-preventing," in that an organization with a dearth of cultural capital will be
subject to greater behavioral risk and "negative business outcomes." "As an intangible asset, we generally see
the impact rather than the thing itself," Stiroh said. "But, its impact can be measured, assessed, and ultimately
influenced."

The pandemic will likely affect cultural capital, Stiroh argued, due largely to shifts towards increased telework.
He pointed to four ways, specifically, that the effects would be felt, though he argued that some could actually
result in greater cultural capital. An increase in uncertainty for both individuals and businesses, Stiroh said, could
result in "action bias," a tendency to act more quickly in the interest of "doing something" as opposed to affecting
a better outcome through more thought and analysis. The same uncertainty could also foster an increased sense
of empathy, with Stiroh noting his own office where he said people were "stepping up" to help colleagues. "We
should all be thinking about how to ensure that we seize the opportunity to ‘bake in’ these positive changes,"
Stiroh said.

In addition to uncertainty, Stiroh told the audience that reduced oversight by managers, a lack of personal
interaction, and the severing of long-built networks would impact trust at firms. Stiroh argued that all of these
impacts, such as the loss of "spontaneous" interactions or employees feeling isolated, could lead to riskier
behavior. He used the example of businesses that made efforts to increase remote work before the pandemic
who have "begun to reverse course," including Yahoo! and IBM.

"The ways in which firms might invest in their culture will undoubtedly change in the new work environment and
we'll learn more about the long-term impact of the pandemic, but the basic ideas that culture influences business
outcomes, that firms can build their culture through purposeful investment, and that culture can depreciate if left
unattended will likely persist," Stiroh concluded.
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